POPULATION   IN   PREHISTORIC   TIMES
of the martial class and the military power of armies. From the
warriors of Gaul, from Caesar and Clovis down to Napoleon,
military leaders have been the masters of France and have shaped
both her social and her political life.
5POPULATION OF FRANCE IN PREHISTORIC TIMES
Man has been in existence on the territory of what is now France
since a very remote age, as is proved by the fossil remains of human
bones and the hewn stone implements which have been found in
large numbers both in the lower strata of the soil and beneath a
thick limestone deposit in caves. The most ancient of these remains
go back to one of the periods known as the 'glacial epoch', when
part of France was covered with glaciers, and many species of
animal which have now disappeared lived on the soil of France,
while the climate was much colder and damper than that of the
present day; among these were the cave-bear, the reindeer, now
found only in the cold countries of the extreme north, the American
bison, and the mammoth, a now extinct species of shaggy-haired
elephant with very curved tusks. The men of that period were
certainly acquainted with these animals, for carved reindeer bones
and drawings have been found in the caves, with strikingly lifelike
representations of reindeer, mammoth, and bison. But history can
teach us nothing about these ancient times, known as 'prehistoric*
because they are previous to history; our only information is to be
drawn from other branches of human knowledge - from anthro-
pology, ethnography, or philology.
Anthropology studies the human body with the object of arriving
at a classification of men into races according to their physical
characters: the form, measurements, and proportions of the various
parts of the body and head, the colour and appearance of the skin
and hair. It works upon existing races by observing and measuring
living persons; when applied to the men of prehistoric times, it
becomes prehistoric anthropology, which deals with the skeletons
and skulls found beneath lie ground or in tombs.
Ethnography studies the customs of every sort of human group
living as a society; when applied to prehistoric societies it becomes
prehistoric archaeology*. Its procedure is to examine objects made
or used by the men of past ages - their buildings, implements,
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